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How to hypnotize someone instantly

Sean comes from southern Oregon. He likes to explore the science of thought and physical matter. How to hypnotize someone immediatelyCanvaLe How to hypnotize People instantlyDene to learn how to hypnotize someone in just five seconds? Before we begin, let me tell you... I fought back and forth with myself to write this article. I
didn't feel right to give this information to the public, but when I saw videos on other sites describing the following simple yet very powerful suggestive hypnotic method, I changed my mind. I decided to go further with teaching the public how to place a subject in trance by hypnotic induction. However, I urge you to share this tool in a safe
and responsible way. In this article we will cover the following tips for beginners who are interested in hypnosis: What is Rapid-Induction Hypnosis? How to hypnotize someone in 5 seconds, how to tell if someone is suggestible How to hypnotize someone to get them to fall asleep How to hypnotize someone with words, how to hypnotize a
friend and control them, how to use hypnosis (responsibly) Trance states in everyday life and advertising What is the difference between a hypnotist and Hypnotherapist? The benefits of Hypnotherapy are Hypnosis Real? Use these techniques responsibly The following techniques are used as part of phase hypnosis. It is important to note
that stage hypnotism is different from clinical hypnotherapy, which is described below. I think that if you want to use hypnosis, it must be used responsibly. You and you alone are responsible for the safety of your subject when you have them in a trance-like state. I am not a trained hypnotist nor am I a licensed practitioner of this practice.
All the information I give you here is available to anyone looking to learn how to do this technique. In most cases, you already do some of this in your day-to-day life and probably don't even know it. Use discretion with these techniques. Use them only if you have been trained or are very familiar with hypnosis techniques. What is rapidinduction hypnosis? Rapid induction hypnosis is most often used in phase hypnosis. Stage hypnosis is performed in front of a crowd in a theater, club, or on the street for entertainment. This technique is used by trained hypnotists to get a subject to enter into a trance state within seconds-generally under a minute. The difference between
hypnosis and Trance Hypnosis is a way to get into a trance state, but getting into a trance state can be achieved through sleep, meditation, and other methods of relaxation. We enter trance states throughout our day by watching TV, meditating, reading, playing music, etc. Hypnosis, however, is powerful in that it provides quick access to
an artificially induced trance condition where a person becomes open to suggestions. A group setting is perfect scenario for choosing a suggestible person for hypnosis. When we are in a group of four or more people, we tend to let our guards down and are very suggestible. This can be a normal part of the human condition. In a group, for
example, we are expected to vote in the european union. So to be accepted by the group, we will behave in an expected way and go into a situation for the sake of being accepted. It's important to note, however, a person who is in a hypnotic trance won't do anything that they wouldn't normally do when awake. Hypnosis is more easily
helped in the presence of a crowd. Jack SharpThe following technique is great for beginners. Here, I walk you through the ideal scenario of persuading someone to a trance. Let's start by imagining that you are at a party and you will make an impression on the other guests. First, find a group of people and look for a suggestible person by
observing each group members behavior. How to tell if someone is suggestibleSuggestibility means that a person is more likely to behave in a desirable way in a hypnotic state. It's similar to the placebo effect: believing in something often convinces a person that it's actually happening. This means that suggestible people accept hypnosis
much more easily than others. It's as if someone is telling you that the building you're in is on fire and you're automatically driving outside-without ever checking that the building is actually on fire. People who question everything are not considered suggestible and are unlikely to respond to a suggestion, while other people may be more
compatible, and others even more accepting and impressionable. These easily impressionable individuals are considered suggestible and make for perfect subjects for hypnosis. Once you've identified someone you think is a good topic, follow the instructions below. Choose a topic When choosing someone to place in a trance, see their
body language. A person making good eye contact, smiling when you smile or nod when you do, is a great brand. A person with their arms folded or watching intensely is skeptical and is not a good candidate. How to hypnotize someone to make them fall asleepIdentify a suggestible person in a group and approach them. Pay attention.
Look into the person's eyes and establish their trust. Make a statement like, It's hot in here, followed by an amplifying motion which fanning yourself. When you speak, sound safe and keep your voice monotonous but authoritative. Stand face to face with your subject and raise your hand as if you want to shake their hand while you seem
friendly. Make them look in their eyes and lock their eyes with them. Take their hand and give it a quick, downward jolt. Don't use too much power and keep your eyes on the person locked with yours. Raise your other hand to the middle of your back as you step next to the and command them to Sleep! Expected OutcomeThe person
should go into a downturn-like posture, or they may start to fall asleep and go limp. Make sure you have the person in the middle of the back to help give them support if necessary and safely place the person flat on your back or in a waiting chair. Ask the other bystanders to help you if necessary. Do all this in a smooth and fast transition.
Quick action is what creates pause in the thought process of the person being hypnotized. There is a disturbance in the mental filter that separates our inner voice and thoughts from our sensory reality. This is the door to our proposed command to sleep, thus bypassing the person's ability to filter the command out. This creates a split
second window of options to get the command in. How to Awaken Your SubjectWaking up your subject is fairly simple. To get them to wake up, tell them that you will count to five and that when you do, they will wake up feeling good and refreshed. Count to five and say with a strongly authoritative voice, Awake! Rapid-Debut Hypnosis
DemonstrationSuggestible individuals are much more likely to be affected in a trance state. Jordan WhitfieldHow to hypnotize someone with wordsYou can also use certain words to influence a subject's state of mind. For example, if you are in a group of people, be engaging and look into people's eyes as they speak to you. Listen to the
way they talk and what they're talking about. You can build trust and report with your suggestible topic this way after you've identified them. Before you begin, set the scene by following signals in the subject's facial expressions and body language to discover their emotional state and how they feel physically. Remember, it is said that the
majority of all communication is nonverbal. By paying attention, you can build trust with the person you want to put in a trance by following the technique below. Identify your subject and interact with them. Start by giving discreet, suggestible commands. Make statements like, It gets late, followed by physical amplifying movements like
yawning. See how they respond to your suggestion and look for signals in their body language and facial expressions. (In a group of people, this can give you clues as to who is most suggestible. Be sure to turn to your chosen topic when they are in a group of friends. This way, you know they're down their guard. Use small talk and chat
with the group. When you feel you have their confidence and some report, go ahead and ask if they want to see a trick. Most of the time they'll say yes. Start with the aforementioned technique. If the person does not immediately fall into a trance, continue to use your suggestible commands to put them in a trance. Say things like, that's
good. Keep feeling like this while you sleep. Use your to guide their gaze down as you you Use phrases like, you don't want it to happen now, would you? The subconscious mind throws out negatives like (wouldn't) and only recognizes the keywords and phrases as (you will and that happen and now). Direct their gaze into your eyes to get
their focus. The person should immediately fall over and maybe fall into you. It is important that you bring them close to you and guide them to your shoulder, turning your head to rest comfortably. It's important not to let them get hurt by falling on you. Now rub their back and say, It's good, it's good. Now relax. Just feel yourself relax.
You're fine. By reassuring them, you give them a feeling that everything will be okay. It is a very good idea to have someone help you put your item in a chair or put them on a bed or sofa. When the person is in trance mode and is in a safe, seated position, you can use force suggestions on your hypnotized subject. For example, you can
tell them that when you count to three that they will open their eyes, but that they will not remember their name. Count to three and tell them to open their eyes. When their eyes are open, ask them to tell you their name. They will be surprised that they can't remember their own name. Awakening the subject is as easy as putting them back
in a trance with sleep command. Look them in the eye and again, tell them to sleep, and put them back in the chair. So tell them that you will count to five and that they will awaken feeling good and refreshed. Count to five and say with a strongly authoritative voice, Awake! These techniques can be practiced and applied to friends in a safe
environment. Rosie FraserHow to hypnotize a friend and control themThe following technique can be exercised on a friend with their consent. Stand or sit face to face. Look into your eyes at your subject. Have the person place their hand on top of your palm. Ask the subject to continue looking into your eyes until you ask them to stop.
Pause, and tell them that you will count to three, and that at three, they will have to press down on your hand and that you will press up against theirs. Explain to them that what they will feel is your energy. Then command them to listen to your instructions. As you count to three and they push down on your hand, keep the resistance at a
low level in the first place. Then start pressing harder up against their hand slowly. Tell them to push harder, too. As you feel the pressure of them pressing down, raising your other hand and placing it over their eyes in a downward motion, care their forehead slowly downwards. Now say, As you press down on my hand, you will begin to
feel as if your eyelids are getting heavier and heavier. You feel yourself sitting in your living room late at night watching an old black and white movie on TV. You feel your eyes while you struggle to stay awake. Mentally count to three and say Now close your eyes. Mentally count to three and say Sleep! Quickly swipe away your hand from
them so they advance in a descending motion. Remember to guide them to your shoulder, placing their head outwards in the crook of your arm. Get some help and then put them in a chair seated upright comfortably. At this point, the person is in a trance and is very suggestible. To awaken your subject, look them in the eye and tell them
that you will count to five and that they will awaken feeling good and refreshed. Count to five and say with a strongly authoritative voice, Awake! Arm-Pull InductionHow to use hypnosis (responsibly) As a note to beginners, I deliberately do not give you any words that one would give someone under trance with good reason. It is up to your
discretion about what you want to command a person to do. Just remember that if it's something you wouldn't do, they probably wouldn't do it either. Hypnosis can be used in social situations as long as the person doing the hypnotic induction has the right training. Don't trust any stranger you meet! Some people use hypnosis secretly to
get someone to do what they want, or for harmful intentions-like mind control. Remember: Use these techniques responsibly and only after you have been trained correctly. How to use hypnosis with safety in mind: Always make sure that your subject is consenting. Always make sure that your item will be supported and physically safe
when in a trance state. It is your responsibility to monitor them until they return to consciousness. Never use hypnosis to manipulate friends and strangers in a harmful way – this has major consequences. Never use hypnosis to get someone to do something against their will. Never use hypnosis on a minor. Always act professionally; some
stage or street artists may want to consider having an assurance of legal protection. Advertisers have been using knowledge of hypnosis and trance-like induction to their advantage for decades. Attentie AttentieTrance states in everyday life and advertisingWe experience trance states every day of our lives. When you're day-dreaming, in
deep thoughts, or even watching TV, you're in a trance. When you're going to sleep at night, you're in a trance. Trance states are observed in science by brainwave activity. These waves change when a person's brain becomes relaxed. A trance can be light or very deep as deep sleep. It's not a secret that advertisers have been using the
knowledge of trance states forever. They get our focus, and then they pull us in with keywords and authoritative speech that comes into the subconscious mind, bypassing our mental filters. Even when you read this, your mind is focused on the words you read and you are not fully aware of the world around you. So trance is a very natural
state of mind doesn't feel weird or different from what you often feel every day. The various conditions that you may experience during the day are described in the table below. Brain Waves and Trance StatesAdapted from: BirminghamClinicalHypnotherapy.comStateWave Lengths per SecondCircumstanceHyperactiveGamma Waves31120 cpsLearningAlert and awareBeta Waves2-30 cpsConversation and activitiesRelRelaxedAlpha Waves8-12 cpsMeditationDrowsyTheta Waves4-7 cpsSleeping and dreamingAsleepDelta Waves0.5-0.3 cpsSleeping and not dreamingLearn the difference between hypnosis and hypnotherapy. Priscilla Du PreezWhat is the difference
between a hypnotist and hypnotherapist? Hypnosis defines a mental condition, while hypnotherapy is used by a trained/licensed/certified professional who has undergone extensive training. A hypnotist is a person who hypnotizes a person for either entertainment value or other purposes, such as creating a movie or noting that they are
not a hypnotist. The benefits of hypnotherapy hypnosis or hypnotherapy are not a therapy in itself, but a technique sometimes used by authorized therapists in conjunction with psychotherapy that employs guided relaxation and concentration for the benefit of the patient or client seeking treatment for mental health. It is often used to
explore painful memories, thoughts or feelings that tend to be buried in the unconscious. It can also be used to temporarily block the feeling of physical pain. Is hypnosis also a cognitive behavioral therapy? Hypnosis is often incorporated into the category of psychotherapeutic treatments like cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT),
interpersonal therapy (IPT), and neurofeedback techniques. It is considered an aid to traditional psychotherapy and involves the use of verbal repetition and imagery. People interested in responsible and ethical use of hypnotherapy can train to become certified hypnotherapists at an accredited school. Clinical hypnosis can be used to help
with the following: smoking cessation (quitting smoking) losing weight falling asleep promoting calm and relaxation reducing stress and anxiety solving phobias explore consciously, unconscious, or unconscious trauma reduce post-traumatic stress dampening intrusive thoughts overcoming chronic pain According to WebMD.com, a
hypnotherapy session can be used in one of two ways: Suggestion TherapyIn proposal therapy, hypnosis is used to help the client or patient better respond to suggestions that would benefit them, such as techniques that can help one overcome addiction, anxiety, or post-traumatic stress. Patient analysisIn patient analysis, hypnosis can
be used to resurface with a traumatic experience that may be buried in the unconscious or unconscious mind. Once the traumatic experience is revealed, psychotherapy can be used to work through and hopefully Problem. You can also take advantage of hypnosis. Lee CampbellI's Hypnosis Real? Remember, hypnosis is real and not a
trick. If you choose to use these powerful tools for suggestions that I have mentioned above, use them responsibly. Hypnosis, when administered by a professional, has the potential to help people with chronic pain, anxiety, and stress, and can even promote relaxation and restful sleep . . . opportunities are many. Some people even use
hypnosis to help them with day-to-day tasks like public speaking or to control their thoughts or even manifest desires—often this is done by listening to audio programs or participating in live workouts. Clinical hypnosis, too, has been used to defeat addiction and bad habits when used in conjunction with traditional psychotherapy. But if you
are particularly interested in basic stage hypnosis, consider attending a live seminar and learning the techniques for yourself. You can find free hypnosis downloads or audio recordings online if you would like to experiment. Always be sure to use these resources responsibly and be aware of safety (don't use them when driving!). There are
many positive benefits that can be achieved by mindfulness, meditation and hypnosis. See for yourself if it works! For more answers and information, read the comments section below. SourcesThis article is accurate and faithful to the best of the author's knowledge. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not
replace personal or professional advice in business, financial, legal or technical matters. Q&amp;A Q&amp;AQuests: Is it dangerous to hypnotize someone? Is it possible they won't wake up? Answer: If the person does not reach full consciousness, let the person sleep until they arise rested on their own in their own time. You can't make
anyone stay in a trance forever. Q: How can I instantly hypnotize someone without their knowledge? Answer: The moment you step into your technique the person you place in a trance will know you are up to something. The key is to stay focused and keep them according to your instructions. Q: Can everyone hypnotize people? Answer:
Yes.Question: Can a person wake up from a hypnotized state? A: Yes, they will wake up. No one stays in a trance forever. Q: Where can I train to be a hypnotist? Answer: Many schools around the world teach hypnosis and its many related topics. Search online for a local hypnosis institute in your area. Q: Why didn't my friend fall asleep
when I tried to hypnotize them? Answer: Some people will only go into a light trance; they don't actually fall into a deep sleep. People will react differently to a trance. No one reacts the same way. Try your hypnosis skills on a new person. Q: How to get someone out of a Answer: Answer: down from five to one, and then tell them that on
one, they will wake feeling refreshed and they will be fine and ready to go about their day. It's really that simple. Question: Will hypnosis help me stop a family member changing his or her bad habits such as substance abuse, smoking, or alcoholism? Answer: Yes. If you take your friend or family member to a properly trained professional
hypnotist, they can help them through their problems. Addiction is nothing to laugh about and should be taken as seriously as any other disease. Q: Can you explain the idea behind pushing your hand down? Answer: The powerful stack is a way to throw the body's internal dialogue or monologue as it is called. You go from your inner
thoughts while focused on a person and listening to their commands, to a sudden physical down thrust that discombobulates the internal thought process leaving cognitive filters in our minds exposed. Your guard is let down, which is how a hypnotist can slip into commands and suggestions. It's a thought pattern mind hack. Q: Could I
erase the memory of someone from another person's mind with hypnosis? Answer: You may try to implant hidden and subtle subcommands that the subject is unaware of. You should read my hidden hypnosis techniques article; you can find it in my profile. I think there is also lots of information out there on the internet. Question: Are
really, really hot girls more hypnotic looking to boys? Answer: Anything able to capture our focus for longer is in a sense creating a hypnotic state. Yes this includes the beautiful girl. Q: What do I do when I hypnotize someone? Answer: Give them commands like ... You feel like your legs are getting heavy. Now that I'm talking you feel
them get even more heavy, as if they're made of lead. Now they feel as if the floor and your legs have fused together, and if you try to move them, you will find (they are stuck in place). No matter how hard you try you still find your legs (firmly in place). When you finish telling them, as I count from one to five you will discover that you are
able to move your legs and that you feel awake alert and feel great. So count to five and watch as your friend or loved one comes out of the trance and is able to move again. Q: What are the dangers of hypnosis? Answer: There is no real danger, but problems can stem from an inexperienced hypnotist who acts irresponsibly when with a
subject that is in a trance. It is up to the hypnotist to ensure that the environment and setting are safe and that the subject is not overlooked after the trance is completed. It is the hypnotist's responsibility to ensure that the subject is awake and has not been adversely affected by any suggestive commands given during a trance. If a topic
becomes disoriented, feels too sleepy after trance, suffers headache and the eye or become less responsive to external stimulus, more emphasis should be placed on the subject. If such an occasion should occur, it is important that the subject is immediately placed under trance again and be redirected to a deep sleep. While during a
deep sleep, a hypnotist should command them to wake up feeling refreshed and to let go of all previous trance commands. By practicing safe and responsible hypnosis and making sure that your subject is taken care of, everything should be fine. And if you are unable to get the person who placed you in a trance to help you, you should
find another hypnotist to help put you back into this deep trance-like sleep and release you from previous commands. Q: Can I use a different language, or should hypnosis be in English? Answer: As long as the techniques or similar there is no problem. Question: In the section titled Quick Hypnosis for Friends, number five says you have
to have the right training to do the hypnotic technique. I'm confused. Can I do this hypnotic trick with friends or not? Answer: I don't see why you couldn't do this to your friends if you tried and if they were suggestible enough to get it done for them. This article is about rapid induction hypnosis techniques, hence five seconds. At the
beginning of the article, I mention that untrained people probably shouldn't do this. That's not to say that people won't try to do this anyway without my article or my help. I feel safer putting that information out there so people who will try at least will know what they're doing and do it the right way. I never stopped commenting on my article
since I wrote it in 2009 because I feel it's my responsibility to make sure that the right way to do this is put out there. If a person takes this information and does something illegal, harmful, or against a person's free will then the responsibility for such an act is on the person who committed the act. I feel that the instructions here are safe. But
like everything else, the information can be used negatively. Use your discretion and use your judgment when trying to hypnotize others. Question: How can I use hypnosis to stimulate a woman to excite via cell phone messages and without putting her to sleep? A: I think you should try to talk to her while she's awake instead. This is
always one of my biggest pet peeves when it comes to hypnosis. Of course, you can hypnotize a girl wanting to be with you; it's as easy as getting her interested in something else, but why would you want to? It's a slimeball move. Why not just try to talk to her and see if you can make her like you? It would work out better for you in the
end because she will like you for who you are, not because you hypnotized her or tried to get her hot and bothered by sending her sexual text messages. This is a moral dilemma for My friend. Q: Can you freeze someone through hypnosis? Answer: If you have hypnotized them earlier with this command embedded in their subconscious,
you can. From now on, when I see you and I say the phrase Ice you will be able to move or talk. But remember they can snap out of the trance when their own cognitive abilities take hold. Consciousness breaks trance. Q: And how can you wake someone up from hypnosis? Answer: You command them to wake up by saying: When I snap
my fingers at count of three you will wake up feeling refreshed with no recollection of what just happened. Or try, When I count to three, you will wake feeling good confident and refreshed feeling only positive and good feelings. A two three... Awake! Q: How do I hypnotize someone with words and hands? Answer: Use the tacit touch as a
hand on their shoulder when relaying something you want them to remember then later when you touch their shoulder again it ques the unconscious feelings that were planted there at an earlier time. You can also snap your fingers or and use confusion induction such as saying, I remembered tomorrow (what I needed) yesterday (that I
had) (to forget about) it to remember (what I said.) Q: How long does a person be mesmerized? Answer: Until you command them to wake UpQuestions: Are mesmerizing people real? Answer: Trance condition or being hypnotized is very real. You are in a trance right now reading my answer. All that takes you out of your immediate
surroundings, which in that way is how we stay alive by being fully aware will put you into a trance, read a book, listen to music, watch TV, play on the internet. All these activities create mild trance states. That's why when you concentrate on something and you're disconnected you feel put out or off some how. Q: Can hypnotizing
someone be dangerous to them? Answer: NoQuestion: If a person becomes hypnotized, what is the minimum time for them to stand up? Answer: There is no minimum time ... Let's say you have someone who wants to stop smoking. The last thing you want this person to do is wake up out of the subliminal trance you placed them in at an
earlier stage. Using anchors and commands you can trigger trance anytime in the future and place them back in trance mode. It is very useful when battling weight loss and addiction. Q: Can you tell people to do something in a trance? Answer: Yes, you are embedding thoughts and actions in their subconscious. Question: Can I hypnotize
someone into doing what I say? Answer: Yes, but asking them to attack someone or hurt themselves will not work.© 2009 Sean JankowskiCommentsJesse August 10, 2020: Nice it worked for me, I did it to my classmate who wanted to report me, I left him in a time and after he forgot toRudolph Saintberg august 08, 2020: Can I hypnotize
someone without mentioning they will be hypnotized by me through this way? Or is there any other way to do it very quickly? Augustus.Marcus May 29, 2020:482 NE Chestnut AveSean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon May 19, 2020:EragonKelsey May 19, 2020: I want to know how to hypnotizeEragon May 15, 2020: does it work
if anyone knows you'll do it? I tried it on my brother, he knew about it, and it didn't work Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on April 30, 2020: There's no Manchurian Candidate scenario. The notion of giving someone a command that will give you permanent control over their actions and thoughts is ignorant. You can only
influence a person by using suggestive commands that are either hinted at in the conversation or in written language. In hypnosis the person who is hypnotized is still in total control of their thoughts and sensations. Their senses are still working, but the waking brain is able bye mode. YouTube on April 29, 2020: INFIRES MAN YES!YO!
Yo! Yo! Mr. Sean Jankowski sir! Pls notify me from my question at TOP.T. Y! YouTube :-) ;-) :-D Ayushman april 10, 2020:Sir, I want to know if we can control someone and order them to say what we want them to say. Wafaa Abdallah April 09, 2020: Very useful article ... triggers me to dig more and more into the hypnosis hypnosis world.
George Dragoi April 07, 2020: Great article, I really enjoyed it. It truuly is an out of body experience. It reminds me of the great course I stumbled across, which has great inshight and research March 31, 2020: Hi, Sean. I'm a fan of the show, Sherlock with Benedict Cumberbatch. In it, Sherlock is stored and was able to access large
amounts of information in his subconscious palace. To get into it, he would go into a deep meditative state and visualize a space that contained different file cabinets etc. Although the show is obviously fictional, the concept seems plausible. Is there any research into this? As a student, it would be an extremely useful tool. Thank you,
Jeff.Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on March 24, 2020: Sorry I haven't answered any questions as of late. So much is going on with the COVID 19 virus going around. I'm back now and I can answer your questions. Hersh March 16, 2020:Hello mr. Jankowsi I'm from India I'll try to hipnotize my brother thanksShazal March
07, 2020:I can not do it.it is so hardRaffi February 08, 2020:I can't do it! I literally did exactly what's said! BoomBotZ on January 31, 2020:This was very helpful for me and now I can hypnotize my cousin. Thanks! Rembrand on January 15, 2020:Does anyone know what happened when you hypnotized him or her? Sathish on December 20,
2019:We can do this, where do we have the energy that comes from, how is it possibleRuby December 16, 2019:It so cool, but what happens if you hypnotize your twin? Rarity on December 15, 2019:I Wanting hipnotize my friend at recess. But I don't know if she'll wake up in time, and people can get mad at me. I just want to know if 30
minutes is enough for her to get in and out of a trance. Shelly b on December 14, 2019:The so much for telling us this informationSean Jankowski (author) from Southern Oregon on December 07, 2019:Takes more effort than just tapping.jacob on December 04, 2019:Can I hypnotize someone by tapping them and telling them what to do?
Kaylee on November 12, 2019:19: Thanks! Sean Jankowski (author) from Southern Oregon on November 02, 2019: Jankowski (author) from Southern Oregon on November 02, 2019:Wow... if it's not real then why use the hypnosis in surgery? Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon november 02, 2019: I won't stop trolls from
commenting, but I also have a hard time understanding why people feel the need to be so negative and hurtful. Sean Jankowski (writer) from southern Oregon November 02, 2019: Why are you so angry? Angry nomad on November 1, 2019:Yes like the other. Your articles are made of bullshit its impossible to hypnotize anyone in 5
minutes, you waste time. On articles to try to get into some poor women's pants. Stop spreading false knowledge. Thanks. Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on October 20, 2019: I'm not quite sure what you're asking here. If you question whether you should make this your best friend forever good I would say no. If you don't
feel confident doing this then don't. But that's how far it's going to hurt them... No, it doesn't. Lyla October 19, 2019:what will happen if they are your BFF. I can't let my friend not remember me. They are my BFF FOREVER! Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon October 09, 2019: Everything depends on the person you want to
place in the trance. It will work when you get the right person. Michaela October 08, 2019: Will this acully work, I've tried other ways... Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on September 30, 2019:Providing information is not illegal. Tony Ruggia, September 27, 2019:What you described here is a crime. You want someone to
pursue and then go hypnotize him or her. A TOTAL STRANGER AT A PARTY. Are you kidding? Also, it's not as simple as you claim. Rapid inductions are the hardest to master. AND it takes a long time to do what you described David september 23, 2019: Can I use hypnosis on my children to get them to go to bed so my wife and I can
have alone time? Ataur August 14, 2019:Nice tomeetoKapri August 05, 2019:Can you text me back and tell me how to hypnotize the person cuz I really need them hypnotizedRichard july 22, 2019:Can a professional hypnotist help someone with stage IV Need to help friend to eat without metallic taste. Also, minds can target their own
cancer/tumors internally to that they shrink and or die? Books about medical wonders imply this is possible (even without hypnotism), but difficult. Hypnosis - could make it easier or more successful, perhaps? Trent, June 6, 2019:It was epicChrissy on May 29, 2019:How can I text love hypnosis Eriel on 29 May 2019:If any body is in
trance, you can tell them roses and they will. Or it's only in movies. Liam.bell@bcc.nsw.edu.au May 20, 2019:Can you get someone to think somethingSean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on April 26, 2019:Have you tried to talk to him directly about your desire for attention? I think the direct approach always works best instead
of hidden coercion or rapid induction trance. Technique us really a living room trick for stage hypnotists to get a topic in trance immediately and is not practical for applications like mesmerizing your girlfriend or someone that you want to like you. Sean Jankowski (writer) from southern Oregon on April 26, 2019:I hear this all the time on
here. If you go back through the comment thread there are many successes and many errors. I always tell everyone the same thing... You can continue to try or just move on and find a resource that you feel more comfortable with. I cannot guarantee that it will work for everyone. I can only tell you how it is done and if you find the right
person it will work. I wish you success with your endeavors.mercy on April 25, 2019: if I want my boyfriend to pay attention to me, I can use this techniquesV1nyl on April 24, 2019: Um, it kind of works. except for the part where you hypnotize them. Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on April 15, 2019: Marcie,How old is your
daughter? Maybe she'll be affected in ways over there you don't know about. Gossip and rumors can be very devastating in our lives. Maybe she's afraid to tell you what she's experiencing. I doubt she'll be hypnotized to act that way against you. Try open dialogue and see how it goes. Marcie April 07, 2019: My daughter goes to her
cousins a lot, but when she comes home, she acts differently numb towards me, and when I ask her something, she says what do you think she's being hypnotized into acting this way against me. Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on March 30, 2019: Nick I'm not sure what to tell you. I'm sorry it didn't work for you. You can
always try someone else's online write up and technique regarding hypnosis and maybe then you will be successful. Nick on 30 March 2019:I tried all the instructions, but it didn't workHypnotising March 25, 2019: Strategy one works notSean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on March 10, 2019:If you mean immediately no. You

have to interrupt the person's cognitive filters. If you follow the instructions above, you can contact the person as they come out the door. Then follow steps. Nick on 09 March 2019:Is it possible to hypnotize someone as a surprise? Surprise? Your waiting for your friend to come out the door and hypnotize him by surprise without him
knowing. Gabriel March 09, 2019:Hope it worksdavid thorne, canvey island february 28, 2019: hi I'm looking for something this on my mind a lot it this cazy drive me It case drum with my family and the police looking in until I told the truth about more time , well the incode in me I don't want to be that person said I miss the person back in
2003 , I don't like the person the word is rape, and when getting close family members it strat up I clam down half the work, I know someone grab me quite hard if someone cluold in seeing itSean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on February 26, 2019: James try the technique I wrote about in this article. If that doesn't work, then
she just can't be that influenced by trance, which a certain amount of the population isn't. Claire you can do NLP or Neuro Linguistic Programing where hidden ideas and commands or placed in statements that lead the person's thoughts without them knowing. Claire February 25, 2019: Is there a way to hypnotize someone without putting
them in a trance? James February 25, 2019: Hi I want to hypnotize my gf but im not sure whether itll work and I think it will be werid if it doesn't you have any tips to make this work or things tgate is really inportant to do this workAva February 21, 2019: Hi it's good info to use I'm very young and want to learn all about hypnosisSean
Jankowski (author) from Southern Oregon on 11. , 2019:Fatima; Yes, they can. Quicksand; It doesn't matter what time of day it is. BarbeeDoll; Yes it can be a one on one. See some Darren Brown street hypnosis on youtube. PB; if you are antisocial this can be a great way to fight it and get out there and find yourself making friends. Kk;
No, they won't. Leo, I'm so much, you when their face goes wood and they close their eyes. Fatima February 07, 2019:Can the hypnotized person answer questions? Quicksand on January 31, 2019:What if you try to hypnotize during the day and the subject is big. Rajasekhar on January 22, 2019:How to hypnotise un known person?
BarbeeDoll on January 19, 2019:Can hypnosis be done with just you and the person your hypnosis? Like 1 on 1? Also, if I tried to get someone to tell something but the truth .... Is it safe?P.B. on January 12, 2019:What if your anti-socialKk unicorn on January 10th, 2019, is the first to be used for life? 2019:Will the person do everything
you askLeo on November 27, 2018:How do you know they are not actingZoe on November 21, 2018:So coolLeah on November 18, 2018:OmgI feel so good after thatSean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on November 18, 2018:I have used this technique and it works. If it doesn't work for you, then I suggest to try again later on
another topic (person). November 18, 2018:Works it Sean Jankowski (forfatter) fra det sydlige Oregon november 16, 2018: The The way to know is to try. Anonamyse on November 15, 2018:Although I haven't tried any of these, it's pretty obvious that it's not going to work. Reyna McLaney on Nov 03, 2018:I agree with Michael
Moore.Michael Moore on October 28, 2018:This was not helpful on allshaam on October 10, 2018:Can you explain to me what do you mean by a quick down jerkFarouq October 01, 2018:Is hypnotist badBella September 30, 2018: Well what if I do not want to go to a school but I do not understand exactly and try but can not hypnotize
anyoneBoi September 21, 2018:Boi get your hairline straight. Khan September 19, 2018:Is it possible that someone has hipnotise to a girl and then he will have sex with her or say do these activities what the person wants? I mean, if someone does hipnotise me and give me the command remove your closeIs it possible that I will remove
my cloth? Noah September 10, 2018:How do you get them to behave like a chickenJessica on August 31, 2018:I do not think I doung the technique well. Is there an easier technique? Jae August 31, 2018:How can you wake them upCallistus august 01, 2018:Can we seduce a girl by your so-called mesmerizing methods? Martin July 20,
2018:My girlfried hope to be a wife one day has a really big bad temper issue. She's going to blow up for nothing. I know she loves me, but shes had so many bad experiences in her life that now affect our relationship. I trully love this woman and I would like to do something like put her in a trance and suggest being at peace without her
knowing. Can this be done. She is a very smart woman, but very proud and distrustful of everything.. let me know. Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on July 18, 2018: There are many schools... you must do some foot work. July 16, 2018:Hi, I want to learn hypnotism properly, can you suggest me a good sourceMe july 12,
2018:HiHiSean Jankowski (author) from south Oregon July 07, 2018: On most people it works. Some themselves are harder to place in trance than others. It's not a living room trick... although it can be used as one in the right setting. Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on July 07, 2018:Look into the person's eyes you place in
trance. Keep your gaze in their eyes as you lower your face downwards always keep eye contact. Then place your palm on their telling them to push down on your upturned palm. As they do pull your hand quickly away and order them to SLEEP. As they fall into trance it is up to you to assure them that they are okay and then place them
in a seated position. Ellie July 05, 2018:Is this actually workingskevin July 05, 2018:how can you push your hand downSean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on July 01, 2018:Remember that hypnosis is hyper concentration and focus so deep change our perception. Connie Ballard on on 18, 2018:It worked so wellsonu kandel on
June 15, 2018:how to manage other mindwill May 31, 2018:how to get friend of sorts out of trance in a safe easy way! Sean Jankowski (author) from southern Oregon on May 26, 2018:X Files,The way that circumvention of mental filters is everything in how you take in the information presented. Let the guards of your inhibitions and take
the journey and see where it leads. Be sure of yourself and practice if you want to be skilled. Tony,If the subject is still in trance then just for them to be awake and aware of their surroundings. If the subject seems to stay in trance simply lead them to a bed or chair and order them to fall into a deep and restful sleep, as when they rise they
will feel great and rested ready to begin a new one. Tony Watterson May 26, 2018: How to stop the trance trance
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